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C H A P T E R I. 

"KNOWLEDGE is Power." There can, be no doubt about this. 
But the question is, Where are we to look for Knowledge ? Knowledge 1 
We should not breathe the word unless it be representative of F A C T S 
—those immutable and eternal,—those stubborn things. But it is quite 
possible that a hundred thousand people have read words like these: 
— " The whole of the assumed distances in astronomy must be altered." 
If we had lived but 300 years ago, we should have learned that the 
•earth was a level plain, motionless, and alone *in all its terrestrial 
glory and majesty. .<We should have been taught that the moving 
Sun did move, and that the moving Stars were not fi*q*j;—that what 
we saw ,-rWe did see, and that the Bible was NOT false. This would 
have been taught us had we lived when Joshua lived, or when, in 1543» 
Copernicus died. But Copernicus, in the words of the historian, "was 
not satisfied with these ideas: " so he though*!? and wrote, and left his 
fleas behind him. In the Telegraph of Nov. 27, 1863, a Greenwich 
astronomer tells us that " Astronomy can depend upon its followers:" 
—much better* would it have been if no "followers" had ever been 
allowed! For, since Copernicus lived, "followers" have feasted and, 
revelled upon the strength of the poor old man's legacy. We—the 
people—are taught that Astronomy is an Exact Science.' Let us be 
•certain. Copernicus computed the distance of the Sun from us to be 
5,391,200 miles: Kepler reckoned it to be 12,376,800 miles; Ricciola, 
27,360,000 miles; Newton said it did not matter whether we reckoned 
it 28 or 54 millions of miles; ffer he said that,either would do well;' 
Benjamin Martin, in his Introduction to the Newtonian Philosophy, in 
1754, says that its distance is between 81 and 82 millions of m&es; 
fifty years ago, schoolboys were taught that it was just 81 millions; in 
Orr's Circle of the Sciences, H . Breen, Esq. says it is more than 82 and 
A half millions; in 1784, Thomas Dilworth says 93,726,900; modern, 
school-books, over which children now spend their playful energies and j 
enfeeble their bodies, give us the distance as 95 millions of miles; Mr. • 
Hind has stated that, positively, it is 95,298,260; and, according to 
a writer in the Telegraph of November the 30th, Gilliss and Gould' 
state that It is more than 96 millions, and Mayer more than I04.mil- ' 
lions of miles! 00 much for " Knowledge" falsely so called. But, I 
•perhaps, it will be imagined by some fond, parent who is desirous that 
lis children, may be educated in this very "exact science," ̂ Astronomy, * 
that, in 1863, there cannot be much mistake, about its fundamental . 
principles; and that, now, school-books may be thumbed with perfect 
assurance. Those who are mindful of their children's best interests 
will see to,this matter, and not take it for granted! There are two> 
•and a half columns of print in the Tdegraph o{ November 25th, on " The 
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Velocity of Light," which, according to " E . D.," the Greenwich as
tronomer before-mentioned, form a " very interesting and elaborate-
article," in which is given an account of the astronomical conclusion 
which has lately gone unblushingly forth to the world through the public-
press, namely, that we are " several millions of miles nearer the sua 1 

than We have been accustomed to imagine." How suitable the word,— 
" imagine!" We are also reminded of the well-known fact that " 2V 
"distance from the sun to the earth is the MEASURING HOT) used hj 
"the astronomer in determining all other distances." Here, also, we-
find details of experiments by Foucault, by means of which he " proved 
"that the rays of light occupied the 15-millionth part of a second in. 
"travelling twenty-two yards." And then follow, in the most calm, 
and business-like style, these words:—" By a simple matter of calcu
lation this is seen to be 185,177 miles in a second." First, then, we see 
that the measuring-rod of the astronomer is millions of miles in length, 
In number from three and a half to a hundred and four, and next, 
that the starting-point of the optician is the 15-millionth part of a 
second of time! What, then, do we read in this; "interesting" article? 
Why, certainly—that " the whole of the assumed distances in astronomy 
must be altered." How very " interesting" to the astronomer! 

But this alteration is said to be needed in consequence of M. Foucault's-
experiments. Not at all, says the Greenwich astronomer,—though not 
just in these Words,—we knew all about it years ago; the credit i» 
ours; "astronomy can depend upon its followers:" for, he says, "the 
"great discovery of the necessity of an alteration of the hitherto-
" received value of the solar parallax rests from astronomical investi-
"gations, though these researches have been confirmed by Foucault's. 
" brilliant experiments." Here, of course, our worthy astronomer 
means to say, that this "great discovery" rests upon astronomical 
observations, and not " from" them:—if " discovery" that can be called 
which is no discovery at all: for how, in reason, could the alterations 
have been so repeatedly made, if the " necessity" had not been known 
and felt beforehand? It becomes our duty to be precise in dealing 
with statements of so important a nature as these. 

" A l l is not gold that glitters;" neither is all " Knowledge" that 
is put down as such. The first step towards R E F O R M is the know
ledge that it is wanted. If this be just breaking out in the minds of 
astronomers as a mere spark, a door is open, and the spark shall 
be fanned into a flame fierce and destructive to that gigantic edifice 
which is even now trembling before the breath of public opinion', 
and theoretical astronomy, the baseless fabric- of human ingenuity and 
folly and infidelity, shall be forgotten; and in its stead there shall 
be a system as beautiful as true, and which is in perfect harmony with 
practice, with reason, with nature, and with GOD. 

England is, professedly, a Christian country. God only knows to 
what extent the hearts of the people are in consonance with their lips: 
but certain it is that it is of no use repeating, Sunday after Sunday, 
the words^-" From aH false doctrine, and contempt of Thy Word, 
good Lord, deliver us," if we' do not endeavour to free ourselves from these-
evils; and this effort will never be made except upon a full conviction of 
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Its necessity, This is easily obtained. "We have seen that the distance 
of the Earth from the Sun has increased, in theory, at least ninety 
millions of miles since Kepler's time; and that the accredited, distance 
has been, for the past few years, '* 95 millions of miles :**—the distance, 
diameter, circumference of orbit, and other matters relating to the 
planets, as well as the stars, being in strict accordance with it; and the 
whole mass of figures accepted by whatever people read English books, 
—the Zulu Caffres amongst the number. 

It must now, however, be borne in mind that the very latest intelli
gence from the astronomical world concerning the distance of the Sun 
from the Earth is that it is ninety-one millions, three hundred and twenty-
eujht thousand, six hundred miles; and this is on the authority of Mr. 
Hind: a reduction of 4,036,000 miles having been made. At a meeting 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, the first of the season, an account 
of which we may find in the Astronomical Begister for December, 1863, 
the Rev. C. Pritchard, the Secretary, spoke of this alteration as a 
subject of congratulation instead of confusion. In fact, so contempt
uously insignificant is this avowed error of four millions of miles in 
the length of the " measuring rod" of these gentlemen considered to be, 
by the Secretary, that his words must be quoted, or the measure of 
indifference would not be believed. It must be premised that Mr. 
Pritchard read a Paper by M- Hansen, which, according to the report, 
showed that " the distance of the sun from the earth required to he 
reduced by about 4 millions of miles." Of course, the writer intended 
to say that they, the astronomers, " required" that their assumptions con
cerning this distance should be reduced that small amount,—which is 
a very different matter. The words of the Report are as follow :— 
w M r . Pritchard observed that many persons had taken occasion to 
" ridicule the labours of astronomers from, this circumstance. e Four 
"' millions of miles!—what donkeys the astronomers are to make such 
"*a mistake: we took astronomy to be absolutely accurate. Down 
"'goes astronomy, up goes theology: the astronomers confess to a 
" 'mistake of four millions of miles!' But let us look at this distance 
"of four millions of miles a little more closely. The Sun's Parallax is 
"eight seconds and a half; four tenths of a second are to be added. 
"How can this be represented % Takê a hair and measure it, and you 
** will find that the correction amounts to this—that we have to look 
"at a hair at a distance of 125 feet! That is the correction astrono-
"mers have made. Or let us look at a sovereign at a distance of eight 
"niiles—it amounts to about the same thing. Instead, therefore, of 
** saying ( down with astronomy and up with theology,* Mr. Pritchard 
** added, we. ought to be thankful that we are able" to calculate and 
"correct such nearly inappreciable quantities." 

Fiddle-de-dee I We are to be thmhful that there are men who can 
calculate and correct certain "quantities:" but.-what have they done, by 
their own showing, but mis-ccdcidate, and "correct" their mds-calcu-
htions ? But, concerning the "hair," Mr. Pritchard \ Why measure a 
hair, except it be for length?—when we all know that the test term for . 
the breadth of a hmr must be—a hair's-breadth ? You say " take a hair 
o^imasure it, and you will find that the correction amounts. to, 
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i7\at we have to hoh at a hair at a distance of 125 feet ! " And you say 
" That is Hie correction.'* Why, every one knows that to look at anythmg 
at any distance has ih it nothing of the nature of a correction. That 
which a man sets up for himself to looh at can be nothing more than a 
thing to call forth the use of his eyes. Really, this language is sound 

•enough:—but where is the sense? In looking at hairs, or sovereigns, 
is there amy art?—any merit? Why, working-men earn sovereigns 
and split hairs at the same time! No, no. That is not the correction, 
Mr. Pritchard: this is it,—on page 162 of the Astronomical Register, 
in the words of Mr. Hind. The " diminution" in the hitherto accepted 
" velocity of light per second" is " 8,000 m i l e s i n the " diameter of 
the sun, 38,000 miles;" and in the " circumference of the earth's orbit, 
25,360,000 miles." Mr. Hind continues:—" The distances, velocities, 
"and dimensions of all the members of the Planetary system of course 
"require similar corrections,"—" in the case of Neptune, the mean dis
tance is diminished hy about 122,000,000 mUes I! " But Mr. Hind has 
left us here—here, on the dim boundary of this theoretical Solar System 
—standing in Neptune's track. He has not ventured even to whisper 
what maybe the correction necessary in the figures which express the 
circumference of Neptune's orbit. And what is there beyond our present 
imaginary position—2,860 millions of miles from the Sun? Herschel 
speaks of Stars whose light takes 350,000 years to reach us, and of 
oilier stars at ten times the distance of these!! All—all these theoretical 
statements must be corrected. This, then, is the correction, Mr. 
Pritchard. But, the worsthasyei to be seen. The Reverend Secretary 
says, " instead of saying * down with astronomy, and up with theology,1 

we ought to be thankful" and so on:—in fact, it is the modern tale, 
wrapped in fine language, telling us that we must be still more proud 
of astronomy; that the BIBLE must be bent to man's masterly dis
coveries ; and that still more must theology go down!—Never! What, 
for a science like this?—a science which shall be proved to have no foun
dation* in fact? Never!- The crisis has past. The sun, surely, can 
never again go so far from us—though but in tlieory ,* as the pale moon 
belongsto us, so shall the Sun be our Sun—as the Scriptures tell us 
~"to* rule over the day and over the night*'; and the time shall come 
when "TEKEL; thou art weighed in the balances, mid art found 
imntwig," shall not he found, as it now is, inscribed over the forehead of 
Astronomy. 

But the question may be asked, " What, then; are we to believe, if the 
common doctrines are false?" The answer is,—All that remains of 
Theoretical Astronomy when every known error shall be blotted out;— 
better to believe that we know but little, than to know that we believe 
a mass of questionable theories. Perhaps, however, the most popular 
essay on the Subject is in the first number of Chambers*s Information for 
the People: this may be accepted as being near the truth, until we find, 
as we certainly shall, that the writer begins to.contradict what he has 
previously asserted,—-it is thenprudent to put the book on the shelf, and 
" search" another. The Biblical accounts of the-Earth and the Heavenly 
Bodies present no such difficulties to the enquirer, since they maintain 
that strict uniformity which is the badge of Truth One popular error 
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must here be noticed, and, so far as our influence extends, counteracted. 
It is this:—that the Bible speaks of the round world. The Prayer Book 
does, indeed: but The Bible does not. A mere interpolation of the word 
" round" in the Book of Common Prayer has led to a very common error* 

We have seen that Theoretical Astronomy has no just claim to be con
sidered as a branch of the tree of Knowledge, unless, indeed, a rotten one-
be worth considering: and, if it be fit to hang a man's faith upon, a 
small amount must he possess. We have seen that the star-spangled 
banner of Theory has been unfurled in defiance of those whose standard 
is Theology. It may appear as though successes had been achieved. 
Truly, there are Astronomical Theologians,—-men who, after fighting 
down the antagonistic principles of others, have taken them into their 
own breasts, that thercthe warfare may be carried on. We have stated 
that we are not free from the tamt of " false doctrine,** and the mani
festation of " contempt" of "the Sacred Writings." We have shown, 
thus far, that these things live and thrive in Theoretical Astronomy. 
And we have promised that this same Theoretical Astronomy shall be 
proved to have no foundation in fact. 

Now, then, to our task: and may G O D defend the R I G H T ! Chambers's 
Information for * tlie People says:—" A S T E O N O M Y teaches whatever is 
known of the heavenly bodies." This is well said. " Whatever is 
lenoum." But it pretends to teach us a great deal more. Chambers's In
formation, for example, says, in continuation,—" The earth itself it re
gards only as one, of jffigw*."—the heavenly bodies; and it seems, at.the 
present day, to excite no surprise that this should be considered to be 
true!! Let us examine, then, what astronomy has taught us; what 
it would teach us; and the manner in which these teachings are held out 
to us. We have already " broken the ice," and thrown out, rather 
than cleared away, one or two difficulties, of which, perhaps, not the 
least in magnitude is "parallax," ,Wh f l i- * a H ? Parallax is the dis
placement which seems to be occasioned by viewing a distant object firon* 
different points : just as the colours of things appear to change with the 
colour of the glass through which they are seen. A n astronomer, the 
KfiXi 11 n i " ' ^ ^ says that "The errors to which instrumental jnejmnre-
"ments are subject, arising from tne aefects of instruments themselves* 
"from refraction, and from various other sources of inaccuracy, are such, 
"that the npgnilar determinations of aygs of the heavens caninot be relied 
"on to less than one secotul. and therefore cannot be appreciated by 
" direct measurement.' l>ut we have seen that " foiu^leaihs" of 'a. 
second,—four tenths of a three thousand six hundredth part of a degree 
—have been added to the parallax of the sun, thereby reducing its sup
posed distance. This will explain the " pear^ig^pp^eciable quantities'* 
spoken of by the Rev, (]n TfrMf-Miarfl-; and impress upon our minds the 
conviction that " parallax*' is a thing which astronomers WILL see, in" 
some way or other ! But the other " Parallax/' — the living, thinking, 
speaking, man,-—he who opens the eyes of the public,—is far too small 
to be seen by astronomers, though he has many times asserted his 
presence in their very midst! Happily, we know that all Reform, 
01WJW$Sfi ifrthei_mstitutions-t)paj|i, yequiyfi it: there is. therefore^ 
hope for the future even now. 
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We sometimes hear people say, when speaking of some great move
ment slowly creeping on and on,—" 0, it's all nonsense : it*s a most 
absurd thing!" These people forget, if ever they knew, that the greater 
the absurdity the more easy would it be for them to hit it, if they 
chose to try. No: we strike the blow, and let who will oppose. 

There is a volume written by T?.ev. Roller*; Main, when First Assist
ant at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, called Rudimentary Astron
omy t which contains the following observation. " As it is evident that 
4 t the earjhjmustjlIIJTrfn.f-.ply he mm hftsjfl far ln/fflflurinfy everything CX-
" ternal to itself, we will begin by inquiring by what means we derive 
" our ideas respecting its size and figure." We are then favoured with 
the assertion that " The earth is, roughly speaking, round or spherical, 
like a ball or an orange." And then follow " the ordinary proofs." We 
will take one and look at it. The Reverend astronomer says,—" Lastly, 
" ships have actually and repeatedly made the circuit of the globe; 
"that is, by sailing out from a certain port in a westerly direction, they 
"have returned to it in an easterly direction, or vice versa" We see, 
by this language,—given for the express purpqse of teaching us how the 
astronomers* " idea,** that the earth is a globe, is obtained,—that it is a 

1 <dobe because ships Jmve sailed roiindthe_gM}eIt This is the plain 
English ofthat "•proof" wTTTcTilF"^ven " Lastly" as though it was a 
positive wind-up of the whole affair ! This is something, indeed, for 
those whose cry is — " absurd t" and, unfortunately, this is the kind of 
^ y v i ^ C which is to be found plentifully scattered along the shores of 
that rich, rough Ocean of Truth which it is our duty and our privilege 
to explore, and the approaches to which it shall be our earnest and 
continuous endeavour to free from those obstacles which are so common 
and so out of place. 

Dr. -jT. Beattie. in his Essay on Truth, says:—" When men are 
"once satisfied to take things as they find them; when they believe 
« Tifo.+iiya upon her bare declaration, witlioirfc ^uspgctiu^ her of any de-
"sign to wppnsqjjyni th îp • when their utmost ambition is to be her 
" servants and humble interpreters; then, and not till then, will philo-
4 1 sophy prosper." But wnpld.he philos^ph^ foctflit* t n Nflt l i v p i and 

_s î pô ft thflir J«.tlifrnripg" upon the people, till the people are in a com-
> T plete mental fog, and are ignorant of what they do know. Is there 

anything more valuable than T R U T H ? Its value is enhanced a thou-
sand-foldsince it has become so rare. Is the Earth a globe, or is it not ? 
Is it spinning through space, like a huge top,—rotating on its axis at 
the rate of 1,000 miles an hour,-—revofvin^in an orbit round the Sun 

X i at 6§,^QQ gyles an frour.—ajip} being dashed along " towards the con-
stelJatlon Hercules at more than 154 millions of miles a year,** or is 
it not ? Is tills Earth a " heavenly Body!"' or is Jii noT7-—a planet or 

- , not? Is it one amongst millions of inhabited worlds, or is it " T H E 
WORLI>?" IS it likely, as T^TNV. asfcsT p|erisir,ely though logically, in 

!

consequence of astronomical teachings, in his Age of Reason, " that 
every world in the boundless creation had an Eve, an apple, a serpent, 
aM a Redeemer?**—or is it not ? Or is it likely, as CffWft1™* 

| suggests, that t$h world was ihewors± of all, and that we—being' tha 
«, only lost sheep^tlone required a Redeemer, or is it not ? Is water Uvd, 
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and yet "convex* at one and the same time, or is it not? Are there 
people with feet to our feet—antipodes—or are there not? Do astron
omers regard tJie Lata of. Perspective or do they not ? Do surveyors 
reaUy allow anything whatever for "the eartK's rotundity," or do they 
not? Do all nations and tongues speak falsely in saying—"The Sun 
/rises!"—" The Sun sets! "—or do they not ? A l l these questions, and 
a. hundred others, appear y&e giants in the foy: but whence come they? 
We shall see; and, if people will but cease to be the gloves of other 
inttLiininds, and tldnk for themselves, we promise that they shall reap a 
rich reward. 

Every sharp English youth knows, or might, could, would, or shoxdd 
know, that to reduce a thing to an intelligible form is neither to add 
io it nor to take from it: in fact, that Reduction is not Addition or 
Subtraction, We. have seen thai one of the Rev. R. Main's " Proofs " 
that the Earth is "round or spherical, like a ball or an orange," is 
that "ships have actually and repeatedly made the circuit of the globe;" 
and we have seen that, in plain English, this is—tlie Earth is a globe 
because ships have sailed round the globe ! But we must reduce this into 
still plainer English, just as we reduce a large number of farthings 
into a small number of pounds, that we may take, a more comprehensive 
view of the matter. It will then stand thus:—The earth is a globe, 
"because ships have sailed round U. Now we can see, more clearly, * 
the nature of the supposed "proof." If the sailing of ships round a I 
rf^JBg^rnve^ t.h1?.|r thinff to he ? . frlohe, thp.n th,P jsfft of \V ifrht. .far^Lfc 
-example, can be proved to be a globe: for ships have sailed round it. 
But this is absurd. Yes: and so is the other. But, as though the 
lieverend gentleman felt that this proof, which he gives " Lastly," had 
some weak point about it, he straightway props it up with anotlier 
"Lastly," and we read as follows:—"Lastly, the "phenomena with 
"" regard to the heavenly bodies, which ought to take place n% gû bjfc 
" Rmn]Qsition. actually do take place." " On such a supposition! * 
Mark the word! This, following, as it does, the other proof, undoubt
edly refers to it: so that the assertion that '* ships have actually and 
repeatedly sailed round the globe" is, on the Reverend gentleman's own 
showing, a supposition, and, therefore, cannot be a proof/ What more 
conclusive evidence do we require that the whole " theory" is a aciep-
itlfic defayjon ?—and this from the pen of one who is engaged in up
holding it! For, if a " proof" given be admitted to be but a suppo* 
sition, what can we expect that to be which it is intended to prove? 

But the Reverend Astronomer has given us " ordinary proofs" other 
than those which we have quoted, and which we have shown to be rather 
extraordinary. The first Js this:— t f A person standing on ̂ he sea-shore* 

4 i and watching the approach of a ship under sail with a "telescope, would 
•"first see the top-masts and upper sails, next the mainmast and lower 
"sails*, and lastly the hull," This is a fact And there are a great 
anauy other facts which have in them no more evidence that the Earth 
is a globe than this has. Mr., ffinkw for instance, has, many times, 
been with M^go^ej l into the higher regions of the atmosphere: but 
as to there beuî  a single cobweb of testimony, restingon Mr. Glaisher*s 
•evidence, that the Earth is a globe, we say no—positively, no —quite 
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the reverse. The language used by Mr. Main, while it expresses a 
fact, implies that which is not a fact:—it implies that when ships are 
coming in sight they are coming up. If ships reatty came jgc to us, we-
should hare tolnoft, watty and avmrenthi, Djjwj5j&,$em; but, as these 
ships do NOT, reaUy or apparently, come up to us, but come across or over 
the water̂  they come, really, on a level, as is the water, and, therefore, 
by virtue of_ a Jjww^^Terspeptive^ apparently. nowNto us. Hence the 
popular phrase,—" The" &\p_bpre_ dqupi upon us/ Therefore, the lan
guage used in this so-callea " proof̂ rows? not he alloiaed to IMPLY that 
which is delusive,—for this delusive implication alone it is that has been* 
as dust in the eyes of thousands, causing them to be led away from 
the main fact—as stated ini words—that the masts appear first and the* 
hull last. But we hear it said "If it be a fact that the masts are seen 
.'first and the hull last, what does it prove?*' This is a question to be-
attended to, in its proper order. All we have to show, here, is that 
it does NOT prove that which it has been said to prove. 

Away, now, to the sea-side: and let us looĵ .'̂ aJura fulLin tftfrface X 
How beautiful ? No^QiriristoJurx^ brow. List to tier teachings: 
they require no " proof," since nothing can be plainer. As we stand 
at her feet," where the bnn^ waye^l^ 
we begin to learn the lesson"tnat we woumnô  we-
look over the outstretched waters, we see the horizon, on a level with our 
eyes; and yonder ships are homeward-bound! Ar^tfaei^, coming -up? 
It does not "appear so. We ascend .̂ 16 cliff: and wehaveastuTmore 
extended view. Is it further f{foivn?~~NoJ We see more ships. Are 

coming up 1 No t The horizon is still level with our eye. We 
will ascend yonder light-house,—on the highest, crag. Still more ex
tended is the view! Still more ships are visible! Are tli^ coming.up? 

A/ NQ! This is enough. The hnrjjgoii_js ̂ wnys np, A. ^tgl with the eye-
It rises on and on as we rise on:—it is the horizon. But this is not 
enough for all. Mr. Qlaiahex-ascepds far above the light-house. What 
says he? We will learn of him. Why, though he computes that he went 

t above the Earth for five or six miles.—"The horizon oltvays appeared 
on a L E V E L WITH T H E C A R . " Mr. Glaisher has not seen anything like 
a globe! Shall we be led away, then, by this delusion, that when we 
stand on the sea-shore, we can see the ships coming upj It is im
possible. Then away goes another "proof" of the Eartn s rotundity. 

But the Reverend Mr: Main has given us another. His second 
"proof,"—the only one we have not quoted, is this:—"Two ships 
" approaching each other under sail, in like manner, first become visible 
"to each other from their respective mast-heads, the lower portions, 
" coming successively into*sight." This "proof" is nothing more than 
the first one doubled. The only observation to be made is that, the-
first proof having been thrown overboard, the second, like unto it but 
doubled, may, to all intents and purposes, be considered as having 
been thrown overboard, too. Learn we, then, a lesson, from Dr. 
James Beattie, that, unless we be " satisfied to take things as we find 
them," philosophy will never prosper. 

It will be said that the errors into which a man may fail, in defending 
a cause, do not prove his cause to be a bad one; but that he is unfit to-
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be its defender. Tliis is true, so far as it goes.. But; rfliat shall Are-
say if the errors are common to those advocates who are the most 
popular? What can we think when each in his turn falls? One con
clusion, only, can be arrived at:—that not only is the cause a bad omv 
but that its exponents make it worse. But this is speaking in general, 
terms: is it so with astronomy in particular ? Yes. But we are bound. A 

to prove this. Who has not heard of Di^Lardner ? In ^sJLmwxurf' J\Jf\ 
Science, He says i—•" Of all the objects which compose the universe, » V 
" one of the most difficult of which to obtain a complete, and accurate 
, c knowledge is the planet which we inhabit;" " The jAan7i7'r'"T&&. 
this is the Doctor's way oT speaTung,"inline first sentence of a treatise* 
on The Earth; and, further on in his work, he says " Is it, as it appears, 
at rĵ gk?" Who ever heard .of, a flfag^ beingj^jiest I But why call 
it a planet ? For this plainreason : ^ D r . Larder was born in an age 
and in a country in which the prevailing opinion of the so-called edu
cated classes was to this effect. He found the Newtonian Philosophy 
ready to his hand, and he took it up. He, like most others, has been, 
drifted- along with the| tide, of popular opinion; a faikjvjfipL and a . 
nleâ fiajifr nmspfirl, offering mducements_ vbjgh bml few are inclined.to- J 
resist. Respecting the fixedness of the'Effu^ 
—"For several thousand years in the history of the human race, ith 
"was not only so considered, but he that would have ventured to callij 
** in question its stability and quiescence would have been deemed in-f | 
" sane." Would Doctor Lardner have lost his reputation, had he lived!-1 

in those days? We know not: but the.natural conclusion is that Dr. 
Lardner, then, would have been as popular as is Dr Lardner now. It 
is clear that when men start with a conclusion, and that a mere popular-
opinion, there is no telling' where we may be led, if we be so blind a* 
to accept of their guidance. 

Dr. Lardner distinctly asserts that the chief difficulty in obtaining^ 
knowledge respecting this " planet," as he calls it, is that of our "prox
imity" to it, and "intimate connexion" with it. He says, "We are* 
"confined upon its surface, from which we cannot separate ourselves;" 
and, also, that " We cannot obtain a bird's-eye view of it, nor at any 
" one time behold more than an insignificant portion of its surface.'*" 
Just, therefore, in proportion to the presumed difflculty experienced, • 
should be the amount of pains bestowed upon the investigation. Facts: 
are either self-evident or demonstrable. Just, therefore, we repeat, 
as the evidence is weah, should the arguments be strong. 

Br. Lardner*s " proofs" of the rotundity of the Earth bear a striking-
family resemblance to some which we have seen before. Dressed up,, 
indeed, they are, in a manner wjiich, while it,serves to keep their-
true bearing from the scrutinizing glance of the people, brings forcibly 
to mind the old proverb that " w H , i t i rT-Tfri ™H4 . b e veiled, truth ffoes. / 
naked" Dr. Lardner says, when speaking of ships coming in sight, 
masts first and hull last,—" Since this takes place on all sides around 
" us,"—and we must now imagine ourselves to be out on the sea,—" it. * 
" will follow that when the ship is at a distance, there must, be some-
"thina interposed between the eye^and it which intercepts the view of 
" it; but as t ne s'ur&^o?tne wateris generally uniform, and not subject-
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•" to sudden and occasional inequalities like that of the Aand, we can 
only imagine its general form to be graves, and that i y convexity is 

*' interposed between the eye and the object so as to intercept the view." 
Now, Doctor Lardner, we differ: and we are in a capital place to 

settle antagonistic views,—the sky above; the sea below. We are 
deeply in earnest. Our craft is alongside of your craft: and, if we 
•do n't sink you, you shall sink us! First of all, then, we shall attack 
you upon what you saiL: so that, getting rid of this difficulty, we may 
have a clear stage upon which to attack your meaning, for that is the 
vital point. Ships are around us; some claim our attention more than 
•others: they are, in _phra.qfinlogy„ {ihull down "—in common 
language, the hull is out of sight. Take one for example. You say, 
"there must be something interposed between the eye and it which in
tercepts the view of it." If this be true, for what reason do you say 
that this "something" is convexity?—since "convexity" is '.willing— 
Miat can be interposed f If a man stood before you, and his Jiat was 
•interposed between you and an object that you wished to see, he would 
think it very strange if you requested him to remove his hat's rotundity t 
But, Doctor Lardner, respecting this convexity, you say that you can 

-" nn,1y imf*g"ifl" i&at the surface of the water is convex/ So that,from 
.your words, it amounts to this: that there must be something existing 

* âs an obstructive to our vision; and that you can only imagine it to 
be—nothing I But you say "there tmst be gomejjfcjfn?̂  
•since the phenomenon in question " take's place onZajTSdie?' around 
-us. Now, Doctor, you can no more intend tb say this than you in
tended to say that something was nothing. For, if there be something 

I :rea21y interposed between us and the ships, a^^rouno] us. we must, for 
I "that very reason, be in^aholhw^or a concavity! Now, you have told 

P * us that you can only imagine iEe surface of the water to be convex. How, 
then, can we be in a concavity, when we are on this very water ? It 
is absurd. We may consider, then, that your -words are out of the 
question altogether: since contradiction and absurdity are obstructives 
rto the realization of Truth. 

We have now, Doctor Lardner, to deal with your nieawmg,—which 
we have arrived at by an intuitive process, similar, it mayHbe, to that 

•exercised Dv a mother wKiisfc' listening ix> Tier m child's unintelligible 
prattle; a process more nearly allied to instinct than to reason. We, 

•in our turn, " can only imagine" that you mean this:—That, between 
•our eye and the ships which are hull-down, WATER is interposed; 
that a straight line, passing from us to a ship, would cut through 
the water; and that, therefore, our view is obstructed by—and we are 
•surrounded with a wall of—water: the word "convexity" being made 
Use of, by you, instead of the word water, for reasons quite out cf the 
power of our imagination to conceive. Now, Doctor, we intend to get 
at the plain,' straightforward facts, by some means. And, just as, in 

^^warfare, the powder «nt^sj^t f t,u^^ a r e tot made by thosejyhQ w^them^ 
.-so would it be unjust*to demand that all trie facts wlncnwe bfuig for
ward shall be of our own personal observation: especially as it is well 

3cnown that documentary evidence must necessarily constitute an import
ant element in human affairs. We know that opticians advertise. 
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-for gaj^, tp.lp̂ nnpfls to be used for objects at diatn̂ ceg Y-uyiflg from five, 
miles to. fifty: and we are justified in believing that these instruments 
rare -raPy n v a 1 ' l a - ^ 1 p V tl)c.purpo«e for which they are intended. But 
•documentary evidence is not wanting to show that the matter has been 
tested, over and over again, that if one telescope will not answer" a 
purpose, another one may. Now, Doctor Lardner, the ocean is, as you 
justly observe, "not subject to sudden and occasional inequalities,** 
as is the land: it must be, therefore, the best of all possible places 
where observations may be made, with telescopes of greater or less value. 
Such observations have been made. And how will it be if we direct 
these telescopes, though they be for distances varying from five to five 
/ p W miles, towards that ship, yonder, the hull of which is, as you 
would have us imagine or believe, behjnol a hill of water? What 
dii^amcu-ittould tefas&jpGs make in our attempts to see the ship's hull, 
if the ship be, with respect to us, in the position which you say it is ? 
What shouldwe be trying to do with them?—trying to see over the I 
fliill of water, ^ feflitAi ^g, hill of yitif1*-1 It is clear that no instru- * 
raenton earth, oron-board ship, can help us_tQ pepfoyni,,^^^^^^^?/ / 
Well, then, Doctor Lardner, as ships are seen, by the aia or telescopes, 
which, without them, appear hull down, as it is called,—as telescopes do 
answer their intended purpose,—as the limit of your vision over the 
•ocean is owing to the strength of vour eyes and the " power" of your 
telescope,—your hill of water stands before you a monument' of those 
raiser able shifts and subterfuges and contradictions and absurdities to 
which people are obliged to resort when they presume to dictate to 
Nature; and, from all of which evils, we say, from our inmost heart,— 

Good Lord, deliver us." 
Perhaps it would be impossible to over-estimate the importance of 

that action of the mind which we call observation* What would be the 
•condition of man without it, no one can imagine. Observation—the 
faithful monitor in many branches of science—is found, too brten, to 
be a slave, i^M,thfi foeepjnft of Theoretical Astronomy: bending and 
yielding in every direction in obedience to the iron will of prejudice, 
self-interest, or pride. From this point of view, we will examine one 
•or two specimens of astronomical teaching which are, probably, familiar 
to thousands of seekers after Truth. We are still searching for inform
ation respecting the Earth; and it shall not be said that we take an 
insignificant view of the matter before us, or skip over those authors 
whose arguments would outweigh ours. We will turn, then, to Dr .^j^ 
p̂Tnftnnl-j'g wftift, oji Astrononry. In his " Dictionary of Terms," we 

read as follows:—" E A R T H ' or T E R R A . One of the planets: its 
" orbit lies between Venus and Mars. Its diameter is 7914miles, 
"and observation proves it to be inhabited." As Mr. jiina, in his 
Introduction to Astronomy, has given us a pictorial representation of the 
"Probablejw^eararice of the Earth as seen from the Moon" may it not, 
treasonably, beTmagined that this •? observation'7 was made in the Moon, 
or some other ultramundane position? Perhaps, however, "observa
tion" was simply playing the Fool, for his owner's pastime, when so 
•startling a decision was arrived at as that the Earth is inJiabitedf Be 
-this as it may, we turn to another source for proof of the Earth's 
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planetary nature, which is, certainly, not forthcoming here. We will 
avail ourselves of the evidence afforded by MrsL_^aj!sjier's observation: 
and, we shall expect to find it conclusive, in consequence of the splendid 
opportunities with which Mr. Glaisher has been favoured. But, first of 
all, in order that Mr. Glaisher's observation shall be fully appreciated, 
we must give some of the results of the observation of1 men who Jiave-
had MQj'£ieori{"t tied about their necks to ̂ mo" them as to a mill-
stone. we quote~th"efollowing passages—for which we are indebted to 
" Parallaxas we copy them from a paper, which he has published, on 
Zetetic Astronomy—just as we would give an illustration of the blessing* 
otireedom before we would picture the horrors of slavery. 

" The apparent Concavity of the Earth as seen from a Balloon. 
" ' A nerfqctly farmed .c*jcle_pp. fifflppn fi*"^ foA visible planisphere beneath, or rather-

tho concavo-sphere, i i might now be called, for I liSfF TOMBoU" a KeiglitTrom which 
the surface of the Earth assumed a regularly hô  towed or concave appearance—an» 
optical illusion, which increases as you recede from it. At the greates&elevation I at
tained, which was about a mile-and-a-half, the appearance of the world around me 
assumed a shape or form like that which is made by placing two watch cry stab together 
by their edges, the balloon apparently in the central cavity ail the time 01 its Sight ab 

• that elevation.'—WISE'S AEKONAUTICS. 
< ( 'Another curious *ffe<»t of the aerial ascent was, that the Earth, when we were* 

at our greatest altitude, pogitjivgfe. speared coffCAyg, looking like a huge dark bowl,, 
rather than the convex sphere such as we" na'turafly expect to see it. . . The horizon 

"^Slway5 kappSftrs' "to Be on a level with our eye, and seems to rise as we rise, until at 
length the elevation of the circular boundary line of the sight becomes so marked that 
the Earth assumes the anomalous appearance, as we have said, of a CONCAVE , rather 
than a CONVEX body/—MAXHJBIV'S GJREAT WORLD OF L O N D O N . 

""Mr -Elliott, an American iEronaut, in a letter giving an account of Ids ascension 
from Baltimore, thus speaks of the appearance of the Earth from a balloon:—* I don't 
know that I ever hinted heretofore that the *erQ\Ujflt-_mav well be the most sceptical 
man about the rotundity of the Earth. Philosophy imposes the truth upon u'S;but: 
the view of the Earth from the elevation of'a~Dailoon isrffat of an immense terrestrial 
basin, the deeper part of which is that directly under one's feet. As we ascend the* 
Earth beneath us seems to recede—actually to sink away, while the horizonj*radually 
and gracefully lifts a diversified dope stretching away farther and farther^awn?1!fiat,. 
at the in^H'e^eteVatlon, seems to close with the sky. Thus, upon a clear day, the-
ceronaut feels as i f suspended at about an equal distance between the vast-bine oceanic 

j^mfflvo ahnvp. and the equally expanded terrestrial basin below.' 

appear coNCAVfiTinsteaa of 
convex, and to recede during the rapid ascent, whilst the horizon and the balloon seemed 
to be «**tinnarv.'-—Lopnofl, JOURNAL. July 18, 1857." 

. We must just give one extract from a work on ^mear Perspective, by 
\ j \ Bur**1 Head Master of the TrainingSchools tor Art 

Masters, of the Science and Art Department,—a work which proves it* 
author to be a man of no ordinary freedom of thought, and to possess. 
" observation" fitted to be his guide and our model. 

"Ifwe have an unobstructed view of a lpvel plain, or of the sea, wo shall observe 
that Buoh plain or sea will •>BPn*™ ftn./rifff as it recedes, until, at trie extreme limit of* 
vision, the plain or sea will appear to meet the. sky, in a line immediately opposite to 
our eye, such fine MfoffilHg wifo | h j W O B I 7 . O N T A r. L I V E . . . . S O , in ascending-
a high hill in the midst of a plain, as we rise, the view expands, and its limiting 
distance appears to rise also; in ascending in a ^atlfipn, the landscape appears to 
rise in the form of a basin until the whole view is lost." 

And, now, what says Mr. Glaisher. In the Leisure Bour* No. 5$ 
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the number which contains an account of the labours gfg.,B. Air^t Esq.. 
A t̂̂ onomer RjOyal. accompanied with his portrait .—there" is "an article 
on Balloon Ascents, which, at first sight, jggg's to be, entirely, from I 
thepeft.olMr.Qjaisher himself, as one hatf offfie said article, 
is: and, to show*that this is the common impression, we may state that 
the words which we shall quote have been held forth to us, by intelligent 
men, as Mr.jjlajshfic's (nun words, overtnrowlngthe^ of the non-
rotundity of the Earth gained by taking an elevated view of it. That 
part of the article, from which we have to quote, consists of more than 
three columns of very minute observations, and will be found to be 
taken from " a Jocal paper:" the neighbourhood of T^olyerhampton 
being referred to. Just as, however, the poor, hard-working reporter 
for a country paper £as something else to. do than to invent a mass of 
technicalities,—-just as, in the nature of things, it is right to suppose 
that the article cut from-the "local paper" was carefully revised before 
being reprinted in the pages of the Leisure Hour,—and just as it has 
not; in our knowledge, been disowned by Mr. Glaisher,—so we decline, 
with abundance of reasons, to *a£hcxJLJi£ o n " reporter," " editor," 
" printer," or any one else in the world but Mr^^J^jgJ^er. And here 
is the extract, word for word:—r 

" Among other observations it may be added that the earth did got. ^ 
" present a concave or cup-shaped appearance, according to the popular / 
*'belief, buLtho rmriy^ajwaya app^arH n r i a-iawi with theLcar." * 

Here we fmd a statement which is, perhaps, unparalleled in the 
scientific literature of the nineteenth century. "Observation," in this 
case, was amongst a crowd of other observations; and, so far from 
being a slave to another's will, was but as an idiot, having no sense of 
justice, rectitude, or truth; uncared for by the world, and caring not 
for it. " Observation" has aimed a senseless blow at a " popular belief" 
which has been correctly founded on the experience of aeronauts, tra
vellers,, artists, and all who have had their eyes open or their wits 
about them. And the blow has told. Society is made up, in part, of 
•#»cl innnc^njjie^^^ 
A frj] fry o,r frjffh-standing;; and who allow their share of the Wm&SU part 
of the world's business to be done by projcy. and it pleases them well 
—people who delight in sounds harmonious or discordant if they do 
but rank as Music. With these people, the blow has told. But, 
Thinking Men: you have suffered no harm. You can discriminate 
between the notes of falsity and the sounds of truth, " The Earth 
BJD NOT present- a concave or cup-shaped appearance, according to 
the popular belief 7" This is the first part I " IjlRT the horizon always 
appeared on a level with the car." This is the second part! And, 
to see that the two parts of the statement clasfy with each other, you 
require no consideration. The fact of the horizon always appearing on 
a level with the car, or with the eye of a spectator in the car, of a 
balloon; and the fact that this could not be the case without a CONCAVE 
appearance of the Earth being^presented; is sufceient to sat^iy^any 
man of common sense that the Earth, on the particular occasion alluded 
to, ikust have presented that CONCAVE appearance which '* observation** 
says it did not I 
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h/X On the 31 gt of >tar,c|i. 1863. Mr. Glaisher ascended, from the Crystal 
Jv O Palace grounds, in Mr. CoxwelTs large balloon: this ascent taking 

place at about nine months after the one which gave birth to the 
" observations" to which we have already referred. In Mr. Glaisher** 
account of this ascent, published in the newspapers, at the time, we 
may read as follows:—"Taking a grand view over the whole visible 
"-plain beneath, I was struck with its regularity. The view did not 
"seem natural; it was too even, apparently arfcjfipinj." Nyf?^ riot. 

. 4*%stazZ? What next? But we can sympathize with "observation/* 
here. We can see the 1gg1rl of m" theory" *"idw which he laboured. 
As the slave when first made free has been known to sigh to have back 
again that artificial state which to him was natural, so "observation/*' 
when lifted above his "theories," has complained,—"The visit? didanpi 
jtgĝ i nfthiYJii t" Observation! IMd1j9u.-expec ,̂.jjo.-.iTnd a Globe?—Sn3;~ 
did you find it-—not? Did you think of those illu^ii^iifins, which are-
given in astxpjipjnical books, in which a spectator in a balloon or on 

1 some elevated position is represented as 'looking DOWN over the convex 
* surface of a globe, at an nm^}.p. n/jforiy^fay degree ?—Did you look for 

these to be correct: and did you find them— not ? Sad disappointment \ 
You will have to take Nature as you find her, after all! The view 
will ĵ ot seem tliss££iioai> certainly: but though Nature's facts and your 
theories are at war, you may. be sure that the facts are invincible, and 
that the theories must, inevitably, be crushed. 

" Observation I" Take counsel. If you can help yourself, be neither 
fool nor slave. Get wisdom, and get rid of your jokes. Abuse not your 
faculties, and you will retain them. Shake off the shackles of prejudice,, 
and be free. Remember that your jester's reputation is in your Jteep-
ing. Wash your hands, therefore, from all those impurities which lie 
about your path: so that, in due season, that reputation may be handed 
down, to those who value it, an unsullied testimony to the simplicity 
and rtPAi^ty nnd harmony, ftf the worka nf Him whn is ilia ftnrl pf Nkfaire 

i ; and/the God of Truth. 
f-i A Lord Brougham, in speaking of the theories of the astronomers, has 
L/fS used the Tollowing words:—"Of all the milliATja that thoroughly h^-
T " MsiS*these truths, certajnjy nflfra tl)nttffftH individuals are ca^aiJe-

"of following any considerable portion of the demonstrations upoi* 
" which they rest; n.nd prnfraftlp not A, fimjdrpfl TIAW Jiyjnnr t i a ^ ever 
" gone through the whole steps of these demonstrations." And Sir 

/VK Bta&iiLBifiWSter, in reference to the same subject, says:—" To millions 
r ^ ^ t of our species, then, the great Book of Naturgnj$ absolutely_sealed." 
*"^C/^SsaIftd?" Sir David! Ana'does^ho^aTTear no impress by which 

we may arrive at a knowledge of the Ixandthati afiixed it ? Is there no-
sign that the seal is from the same i)Tvlne™jfiana fjS^e Book? Is 
there no mark of Omnipotence ?—no indication that an Omnific hand 
has pressed-it? How is this? Perhaps the seal is of human origin. 

i We must learn more about this matter! "Sealed?" Sir David! 
Shall the unrest, the fairestr the most ôvely of Ĵ ftoVfi,, th» B o n fc ftf 

: Nature, guded with sunbeams, and radiant with dejEypearls from it* 
H 'Author s riahd/be qgff.fe&—by its Author,—when the" Book of Reve-

lotion, which has been transcribed and translated by human hands, is-
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f bidden to be free ? Impossible. Then, Man has done it. The seal i* 
not coeval with the Book: it is of modern date; and it shall be shown 
to be a counterfeit, doomed to be destroyed. By human hands has it 
been affixed; and by human hands shall it be removed. We have- . 
already examined a few of the " demonstrations" which compose the-
basis of that seal which man has had the audacity and the arrogance tc* 
place upon the Book of Nature, and we must proceed with the work, 
which we have begun. The Tfav,, fflnijfefl has written much that is 
intended to set Nature before us, astronomically. "We must now 
examine his teachings concerning the Earth: and decide whether we */L 

t shall accept or reject them. We quote them from a work of a popular J* 
description—the Family Tutor. They are as follow:—" We should 

I . " contemplate the Earth as a Jmge globe, occupying a small portion of 
| ""*' space, and encircled on all sides, at an immense distance, by the-

"starry sphere." To this, we reply:—To "contemplate" that which 
is neither self-evident nor demonstrable, neither probable nor possible,, 
is to contemplate an absurdity: "and, though we plead guilty to the fact 
of having done this very thing for years, we, knowing better, unhesi
tatingly decline to do it, for the future. The Reverend gentleman con
tinues:—" We should free our minds from their habitual proneness*to» 

|. " consider orie part of space as naturally 4^and another down, and view 
** ourselves as suojecT to a force (gravity) which binds us to the earth 
" as truly as though we were fastened to it by some invisible cords or 
" wires, as the needle attaches itself to all sides of a spjierical loaflsflQne. 
There are some things more easily spohen of than done. It is not possible* 
to "free our minds" from any " lpbitua^ proofless" whatever, if it be 
in accordance with the dictates Qf Nature, without going out of our 
minds to do so. As*well attempt to free our minds from their "habit
ual proneness" to consider eating to be necessary to human existencer 

This would afford no plainer evidence of insanity than is shown by 
the attempt to ignore the fact that there is one direction which we* 
call wo. and another which we call down. Even our author himself 
could not do this, as we shall presently see. His words are illustrated 
by an engraving" of a globe, with figures of men in different positions 
on its surface,—at the top, the sides, and the bottom. This picture is, 
of course, supposed to represent Nature. But a difficulty arises Here 
is the picture, certainly, with one figure, of a man n^rufhtj two, in a. 
li^zoj^itf. position, at the sides; and onê  hanging suspended, head 
downwards, at the bottom. Now, every one knows that, on whatever 
portion, q{ thei earfo'asurface man has yet been found* he stands tti?m/<£. / 
And, although it may appear scientific to speak of man being as though, 
he were " faalgjifijl" to-tliiLsoil on which he treads " as the needle attaches 
itself to all sides of a spherical loadstone" yet, in some way or other, 
it does not seem to be quite as it should be, when we look at the picture. 
*fhere ia something.about the mafl wfap banffi ^itll he^,4nwnw a rt» I I 
that makes one question both his comfort, and his sflfeftj*. But the * • 
ingenuity of the astronomer knows no bounds. This is a matter of no> 
difficulty to him ! Let us see how easily the Reverend D, Olmsted has 
mastered this subject! We must observe that, in the picture, the posi
tion of the man who is standing u$m$d on the globe is marked " aj* 
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and the heaven above his head is marked with another " a/* and the 
other figures, with their respective heavens, are distinguished with the 
letters " b6, cc, and dd" The Q^er^nAgentleman says, " We should 
" dwell on this point until it appears to us as truly up, in the direction 

< ! B B , C C, D D, when one is at B, C, D, respectively, as in the 
** direction A A , when he is at A-" 

Now, what are we to say to this ? We -flft n o t ? f tP e c t . t °_ . n n 4 . g ^ D 

wijjaou^chaff: but this is aU chaff. It is worse. It is an insult to the 
common sense of EngEnmenTHit is not only giving, aj^one^ when 
we aslu&r̂ hxead: but it is telling us to l^ok afcjjje stone till we 

I tjtink it isjfead. Mr. Olmsted would not have" afareT3o^^ 
* "bySe acT of dwelling" upon a thing in a downward position, we 

could make it truly U P : so he tells us to dwell upon it" until it APPEARS 
to us" to be so! We look upon this as the very height of impuaence. 
Thus, then, it is that Astronomers have arrogated to themselves the 
Tight of putting their interpretation to the pages of Nature's Book,—of 
putting ifieir seal upon that which God has spread open for the use of 
common humanity. Thus, then, it is that " the great Book of Nature 
is absolutely sealed"—"to millions." Thus, then, we show that the 
very foundation of the " demonstrations" of which Lord Brougham 
speaks is worth nothing: and that,' therefore, the " truths" which he 
says "rest" upon these demonstrations are worth less. Thus, then, we 
show that, if " in̂ UkoisJislieye" these things, miTlji^foayeheen flplnripri. 
Thus, then, it is that we show that the seal is a counterfeit and an 
imposition and a snare. 

ENGLISHMEN ! as we value the stability of our minds; as we value 
the foundation upon which oiu- ̂ i^dr^gtj^^]fi,_are to be built up; as 
we value Truth and beauty and harmony and consistency above their 
opposites;—we must examine this matter for ourselves. Let us see if 
we can find, in the whole area of Theoretical Astronomy, a single point 
where we may rest and say,—Thus far have we firmly advanced in the 
Tight path. Let us see if we can discover anything in Tpfflpetfcgl_ As-
trftfl-PW to render it worthy of the name of a Science; or to lead 
us to imagine that the ideas upon which it is grounded are in conform
ity with Nature. Let us endeavour to act with a will that the good 
may always be free; and that the "great Book of Nature" shall he 
stripped of human encumbrances and petty seals. And, if we do this, 
we unhesitatingly affirm that we shall find that Nature's Book is open 
so that those who run may read; that the study of its pages—the 
astronomical ones amongst the number—will inspire " millions" of our 
fellow men with feelings of delight instead of filling them with disgust; 
rand that, though it IS ** sealed," in the minds of the people, the seal 
has been affixed by the guilty hand of arrogance and pride and per 

(X. wseness and human nature, and not by the Hand of the Divine Author. 


